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The Board is currently being reviewed in terms of the ToR.
A new MWb Delivery Group has been established which now sits under this Board.
Meeting was attended by Kim Shutler-Jones, Dale Robinson and Helen Davey from VCS.
Helen Hirst is the new Chair of the Board which feels very positive in terms of how we drive this
agenda forward (Bev Maybury was previously the SRO for this work-stream and now Helen and Bev
have swapped so that Bev is focusing on Learning Disability).
Discussion about how we can be better accountable to the people in our communities and how we
share good news in terms of where there are developments/innovations.
Helen emphasised that this Partnership Board is part of the ‘new world’ and collaboration. Move
away from contracts driving the discussion. ‘Turn our relationships, our desires and ambitions, our
behaviours to the things that drive the discussion, not contracts.’
There was a discussion about how we make sure that new areas of work are better linked in to the
strategy and reporting back through this gov. structure eg. GP extended access and Primary Care
Homes. Some of the latter have agreed Mwb as a priority so we need to make sure it is linked up.
Targeted work with schools currently only has funding to cover 150 schools so looking at how this
can be expanded.
Will be focused work starting next year around looked after children and autism.
Challenges noted in terms of cuts to social care and impact on CYP MH.
There has been focused work to bring the strategy into ‘logic models’ which more clearly define
outputs and KPIs.
CAMHS waiting list is around 13-15 weeks. Had got down to 8 but has shot up in past 6 months.
CCG have bid for money to try and get the waiting list down. Noted that cuts to social work has had
a big impact.
There has been an NHSE review of the Early Intervention in Psychosis Team which was positive.
Will be using Bradford as a benchmark for the rest of the country.
The date for the strategy event is agreed now for January 30th (Midland Hotel) – celebration, raising
awareness, updates, and strategy refresh. Note that this is an open invite so colleagues are invited
to ring staff and service users:
o Morning: taster sessions
o Presentations from leads plus lived experience speakers
o Key note speaker
o Afternoon: range of workshops raising awareness of different services
o Afternoon: one big workshop looking at refreshing the strategy
Helen Hirst emphasised that it is important that this event also enables people to have in terms of
what is and isn’t going well – and the outcome of the event needs to be a better strategy.

